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Audio Editing Assignment

Sounds:
  • “Dull Thud” – pdsounds.org
  • “Water vaporizing on hot Stones” – pdsounds.org
  • “Popping Lid of Lipbalm Stick” – pdsounds.org
  • “Energy Barrier, Pad” – pdsounds.org
  • “That Teeeeeeering Sound” - Perftech website

I did not used the full extent of any of these clips, I trimmed them all so that I just got the sound I wanted. I started off by adding the dull thud and putting it on a continuous loop, I then used the delay to make it echo. Next I put in the popping lid I used modulation and then chorus to increase the intensity. I then used the energy pad and used distortion to increase its sound ad intensity as well. I then put in water vaporizing on hot stones and again used modulation but this time used ensemble to increase all the sound in that clip. Finally I put in that teering sound and used the modulation and chorus once again. I put fade ins and outs on the energy barrier, water vaporizing, and that teering sounds. Lastly I merged all the sounds and normalized the whole thing.